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T H E  S T O R Y

Ithink I was two when I held my first hoe. The work gloves came much later. 
Way too big, of course. We were going to pick stones. My family had been 
farmers for generations. Cucumbers and strawberries. And Christmas trees. 

The strawberries in particular had grown enormously. The crops themselves. And 
of course we children helped. They were perfect summer jobs in my childhood.  
 
I grew up in the countryside in Småland. On a big farm. And mum and dad had 
and still have a burning interest in greenery. When it grows. And they are both 
gifted with green fingers, with both flower shops and plantations in the past. They 
know the difference between a pruner and a secateur. And a shovel and a spade. 
And yes, my fingers are probably pretty ”green” too. I live among lemons, vines 
and tomatoes in my beloved Spain most of the year. The lettuce beds in my wine 
boxes are probably the ones I’m most proud of. Watching things grow is one of 
the greatest pleasures I know. 
 
But then I’m a creator too. An artist’s soul. And that has to synchronise. Be 
beautiful to the eye. The peace and harmony. And I remember when I had just 
planted the last beautiful green, slightly greyish hakona grass together with the 
spearwort by my hot tub on the terrace back in Stockholm, facing Gröna Lund. So 
incredibly beautiful. All that green and the grey, weathered cedar synchronised 
with the water and the Djurgården ferries. But the water.  
 
 
 



T H E  S T O R Y
 
Well, that’s just it. I refused to install any bright red or orange, or for that matter 
blue or yellow plastic tubing amidst all the beauty. And that’s where and when the 
idea for my hoses was born. The stylish, sleek, functional ones that will interact 
with the other natural elements around them. Harmonize. And be as damn stylish 
as you’ve never seen hoses before.  
 
And that’s how it began.  
 
From my popular ”DOC” series, where the name comes from the English word 
”Dock” and means bridge, I have taken inspiration for the ”greyish” wood of ash 
that appears in all the handles of most of the tools. A sense of time, quality and 
knowledge. A sense of reuse far from the plastic, garish, consuming ”new”.  
I don’t want it that way. 
 
I want to feel that hoe in my hand again ten years later. And again and again. 
The focus on quality and function is therefore, as always, very high. And the 
combination with the ”beautiful” to the eye becomes this - with knowledge from 
my family and generations behind them as well as the expertise around me.  
 
I hope you like it.



BARROW DELUXE

The most luxurious barrow in the garden. 
Matt black basket 90 L. Handles in grey ash. 
Non-puncturing wheels in nice design.

L 141,5 x W 54,5 x H 61,5 cm.

SKU 354
EAN 7350103922192
PACKAGING 1 PCS

SPARE WHEEL

Spare wheel for Barrow Deluxe.  
Puncture free wheel.

SKU 379
EAN 7350103922499 
PACKAGING 1 PCS

It is not always easy to figure out what garden tools you really need in your garden. The 
range can be huge in the garden shops and if you have recently ”joined the garden”, it can 
be tricky to know which tools are a good basis for gardening. We’ve done that job for you. 

 
Here are the most common garden tools. Selected and developed in collaboration with some 
of the Sweden’s foremost gardeners. For you to get the best. Finally, quality, function and 
design in one tool. 
 
Suddenly, the garden tools are a beautiful detail in the garden. Now the shovel can remain in 
front, leaning against the house wall next to the urn with fragrant lavender. 
The ash wood in all wooden products is carefully selected because it is durable, ages 
beautifully and is relatively light material. Therefore, many of the tools are also extra light.

G A R D E N  T O O L S





G A R D E N  T O O L S

SPADE DELUXE

Pointed digging spade in strong steel and 
wooden handle in grey ash. Quality and 
stylish design. Length 1,2 m. Weight 1,4 kg.

SKU 348
EAN 7350103922130 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

A personal favourite in the garden 
series is the by Benson spade. It has 
everything I want in a spade! The 

pointed blade makes it easy for me to dig in 
ordinary topsoil. The comfort is perfect and I 
get a good amount of soil with me. Still, it’s the 
weight of the spade that is the most wonderful 
thing about it. With it’s 1,4 kg, digging is so much 
easier and more fun! Even when the soil is wet 
and heavy. 
 
Hanna Jurjaks, Blekingeplantan  
(renowned Garden Shop Sweden) 

SHOVEL DELUXE

A sturdy shovel with a wide blade in matt 
black steel. Easy to lift and move large 
quantities of materials such as soil, sand and 
snow. Wooden handle in ash.  
Length 1 m. Weight 1,4 kg. Head 23 x 28 cm. 

SKU 353
EAN 7350103922185 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

FORK DELUXE

Sturdy grip with four claws in matt black 
steel. Wooden handle in ash. Length 1 m. 
Weight 1,3 kg. Head 21 x 5 x 33 cm.

SKU 352
EAN 7350103922178 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

LEAF RAKE DELUXE

Stylish and functional leaf rake that 
facilitates cleaning in the garden. Steel rake 
head with 24 spikes. Wooden handle in ash.
1,4 m. Head 40 x 38 cm.

SKU 351
EAN 7350103922161 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HOE DELUXE

Hoe Deluxe, perfect for the garden. Or in 
the field. Head in matt black steel. Quality. 
Wooden handle in ash. Length 1,4 m.

SKU 349
EAN 7350103922147 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

RAKE DELUXE

Perfect for use in the garden. Or in the 
field. 12 strong tips, made of quality steel, 
withstand all stresses and allow efficient 
work. Matt black. Quality. Wooden handle in 
ash. Length 1,3 m. Size head 31 x 8,5 cm.

SKU 350
EAN 7350503922154 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



HEDGE SHEARS

Powerful hedge trimmer in a unique design 
for trimming hedges and shrubs.  
The scissors are of the highest quality and 
have grey ash handles.
Length: 50 cm. Weight 0,8 kg.

SKU 346
EAN 7350103922116 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

LOPPING SHEARS BYPASS

Telescopic heavy-duty pruning shears in a unique 
design for easy pruning of shrubs and trees. No arm 
fatigue! The scissors are of the highest quality and 
have TPR and PP grip handles. Extremely lightweight 
and easy to handle. Adjustable from 51 to 68,5 cm. 
Weight 0,235 kg.

SKU 347
EAN 7350103922123 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

Pruning shears or pruning saw?  
A pruning saw is better for very heavy branches, and where pruning shears have 
difficulty in reaching. Our pruning saw provides a fine cutting surface that allows the 

tree to quickly heal the cut.  
 
The pruning shear will handle branches of around 35 mm in diameter, however sizes above 
this can increase the risk of damage to the branch and to yourself so it is certainly better to 
switch to a pruning saw rather than taking a risk. Both our pruning saw and pruning shears are 
of high quality and are lightweight, so you can easily carry your tools with you when in your 
garden. You will also be spared any unnecessary weight that takes a toll on your strength.  
 
Keep in mind that there is a big difference between a pruning shear and a hedge shear!  
A hedge shear is used for smaller branches and twigs, similar in size to those you cut with 
secateurs. For example, if you need to shape-cut a bush, hedge shears are by far the most 
suitable option. 

S H E A R S



I want to feel
again and again.

”

The ash tree is carefully selected because it’s durable, ages beautifully 
and relatively light material. Therefore, many of the tools are extra light.



BOW SAW - BLADES 2-PACK

Extra saw blades 2-pack for Bow Saw 
Deluxe. Exclusive saw blades in matt black.
30 x 0,22 x 0,15 cm

SKU 380
EAN 7350103922505 
PACKAGING 2 PCS

G A R D E N  T O O L S

BOW SAW DELUXE

Stylish bow saw in black with extremely 
sharp and very durable blade. The design 
of the teeth allows them to cut in both 
directions. Length: 40 cm.

SKU 345
EAN 7350103922093 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SAX LUX

Elegant metal scissors with genuine leather 
hanger in black as a beautiful detail.
Perfect for dahlias or other flowers.
13 x 7 cm. Weight 55 grams.

SKU 429
EAN 7350103922222 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

PRUNING SAW PREMIUM

Collapsible double toothed pruning saw 
made of high quality steel with a soft grip 
handle in a stylish design. Small, handy 
and foldable! Perfect to keep in your work 
trousers. Suitable for pruning wood, plastic 
pipes, wallboard and pruning branches. The 
blade can be folded into a locked protected 
position when not in use.
Length: 24 cm. Blade 13 cm.

SKU 344 
EAN 7350103922086 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



WATER CAN PREMIUM

The best-looking watering can on the 
market? Quality, design and functionality in 
one. Matt black. 10 L. Handle in ash wood.

Inspiration from the olive fields in Kalamata..

SKU 355
EAN 7350103922215
PACKAGING 4 PCS

I remember when I had just planted the last beautiful green, slightly greyish hakona grass 
together with the spearwort by my hot tub on the terrace back in Stockholm, facing 
Gröna Lund. So incredibly beautiful. All that green and the grey, weathered cedar 

synchronised with the water and the Djurgården ferries. But the water.  
 
Well, that’s just it. I refused to install any bright red or orange, or for that matter blue or 
yellow plastic tubing amidst all the beauty. And that’s where and when the idea for my hoses 
was born. The stylish, sleek, functional ones that will interact with the other natural elements 
around them. Harmonize. And be as damn stylish as you’ve never seen hoses before.
 
And that’s how it began. 

W A T E R I N G



HOSE DELUXE BLACK 25 M

Sizes: 25 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 316
EAN 7350103921829 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HOSE DELUXE BLACK 50 M

Sizes: 50 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 317
EAN 7350103921836 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HOSE DELUXE NATURAL 25 M

Sizes: 25 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 319
EAN 7350103921850 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HOSE DELUXE NATURAL 50 M

Sizes: 50 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 320
EAN 7350103921867 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

Awarded - The Garden Product of the Year 2022

H O S E S

HOSE DELUXE BLACK 15 M

Sizes: 15 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 315
EAN 7350103921812 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

T he green together with the grey, weathered 
wood. The stylish, sleek, functional that 
should interact with the other natural 

elements around it. Harmonize. And be as damn 
stylish as you never seen hoses before. In colors that 
blend in. In a material you’ve been longing for. Far 
from the overconsumption of plastic.  
 
It should harmonize with the surroundings. Be 
beautiful to the eye. The stylish, sleek, functional 
ones that will interact with the other natural 
elements around them. Here they are. As I have 
longed for. As everyone has longed for. 

HOSE DELUXE NATURAL 15 M

Sizes: 15 m. Expands with water.  
Very low weight. The hoses are made of a 
very durable textile and inside a latex hose 
for best quality.

SKU 318
EAN 7350103921843 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



HOSE DELUXE SET
BLACK 15 M

Hose Deluxe 15 m black, exclusive spraygun 
with 7 programs, hose hanger in matt metal, 
velvet bag. The hoses are made of a very 
durable textile and inside a latex hose for 
best quality.

SKU 321
EAN 7350103921874 
PACKAGING 4 PCS

HOSE DELUXE SET
NATURAL 15 M

Hose Deluxe 15 m natural, exclusive 
spraygun with 7 programs, hose hanger in 
matt metal, velvet bag. The hoses are made 
of a very durable textile and inside a latex 
hose for best quality.

SKU 322
EAN 7350103921881 
PACKAGING 4 PCS

HOSE DELUXE SET
NATURAL 25 M

Hose Deluxe 25 m natural, exclusive 
spraygun with 7 programs, hose hanger in 
matt metal, velvet bag. The hoses are made 
of a very durable textile and inside a latex 
hose for best quality.

SKU 435
EAN 7350103922963  
PACKAGING 4 PCS

HOSE DELUXE SET
BLACK 25 M

Hose Deluxe 25 m black, exclusive spraygun 
with 7 programs, hose hanger in matt metal, 
velvet bag. The hoses are made of a very 
durable textile and inside a latex hose for 
best quality.

SKU 434
EAN 7350103922956 
PACKAGING 4 PCS



HOSE ORGANIZER + HOSE 15 M

Hose reel for 15 m of water hose. Can be 
attached to a wall (screws included). Strong 
handle. Works only with PVC hose.
With hose = Hose 15 m + spraygun, short 
attachment hose 2 m also included. 

SKU 378
EAN 7350103922253 
PACKAGING 1 PCS

HOSE ORGANIZER + PLAIN

Hose reel for 15 metres of water hose. Can 
be attached to a wall (screws included). 
Strong handle. Works only with PVC hose.
Plain = Without hose

SKU 328
EAN 7350103921935 
PACKAGING 1 PCS



“A SENSE OF TIME, 
QUALITY AND KNOWLEDGE ”



SPRAYGUN DELUXE

Seven different spray modes. Elegant and 
discreet. Exclusive in metal. Can be put 
in a smart locked position that allows you 
to focus on watering and not clutch any 
handles. 20 x 12 cm.

SKU 325
EAN 7350103922260 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SPRAYGUN PREMIUM

Seven different spray modes. Elegant and 
discreet. Affordable premium. 
20 x 12 cm.

SKU 324
EAN 7350103921904 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SPRAYGUN BASIC

Adjustable spray nozzle from hard jet to 
spraying. Stripped. 
3,5 x 13,5 cm.

SKU 323
EAN 7350103921898 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HOSE HANGER

Practical and stylish metal hose hanger that 
can be applied to an existing tap socket or 
fixed directly to a wall.
Two functions. 21,5 x 7,5 x 11,7 cm.

SKU 330
EAN 7350103921942 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



CONNECTOR DUAL

Two-way connector in high quality material. 
6.5 cm. Both outlets are fully adjustable.

Can be connected with 1/2 ”and 3/4”.

SKU 335
EAN 7350103921980 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SPRINKLER TRIO

Good quality three-arm rotary sprinkler. 
Easy fixing in the ground. 
Even distribution of water. 
Two-way connector.

SKU 326
EAN 7350103921911 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

CONNECTOR TRIO

Three-way branch contact in high quality 
material. 6,5 cm. Why extend two hoses, 
when you can make a spider’s web all over 
your garden? Water by hand there, have 
sprinklers running there... 
The possibilities are endless.

SKU 334
EAN 7350103921973 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SPRINKLER OSCILLATOR

Classic sprinkler model in an attractive 
and stylish design. Oscillating movement 
pattern and infinitely adjustable throw 
length. 17 water holes. 100 - 180 sqm range 
depending on water pressure. 
Packaged in recycled kraft paper box.

SKU 327
EAN 7350103921928 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

CONNECTOR CRANE

Crane connector in matt black. 1,9 cm. 
Connection 1/2” and 3/4”. 
The tap connection is intended to be 
connected to the water outlet in order to 
be able to quickly connect to the garden 
hose directly on the tap. Simple and smooth 
and standard output.

SKU 331
EAN 7350103922246 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

CONNECTOR BASIC

Elegant quick hose connector 1/2” (13 mm) 
click function in high quality material.

SKU 332
EAN 7350103921959 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

CONNECTOR DOUBLE

Simple connector that connects two 1/2” 
(13 mm) plastic hoses (does not work on 
textile hoses).
High quality material.

SKU 333
EAN 7350103921966 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

CONNECTOR PAIR

The matt black connector connects two 
hoses with connectors at the ends, as for 
example textile hoses have. 5 x 3,2 cm. 
Standard connection 1/2” (13 mm).

SKU 428
EAN 7350103922932 
PACKAGING 6 PCS





A good pair of secateurs should be kind to your hands and wrists and the secateurs 
should enhance your own strength. It is also important that the secateurs provide a 
clean cut on shrubs, trees and flowers to minimise the risk of injury and disease. Our 

secateurs therefore have side blades, which means that the blades on the secateur pass each 
other like on a normal pair of scissors.  
 
A good pair of secateurs are therefore adapted to your hand and wrist, whilst being kind to 
what you choose to cut. It is also important to remember that secateurs only prune branches 
up to 25mm, and sizes after this should not be pruned with secateurs to minimise the risk of 
damage to both you and the shrub, tree or flowers.

G A R D E N  H A N D  T O O L S

SÉCATEUR BASIC

Finally a really stylish, and at the same time 
functional secateur of the highest quality. The 
handles are made of hard-pressed aluminium 
with plastic all around to increase strength while 
minimizing weight. 
Built-in shock absorption. Side cut. 
Cuts branches up to 25 mm. 
Length: 21 cm. Weight: 230 grams.

SKU 342
EAN 7350103922055 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

SÉCATEUR EXCLUSIVE

Stylish, functional secateurs of the highest quality. 
Wooden handle in grey ash.
Side cutters (the blades pass each other as on a 
normal pair of scissors). This allows a clean and 
fine precision cut and limits the risk of damage 
and disease to the bush or tree. In addition, the 
built-in shock absorption makes cutting soft and 
gentle on your wrists. Prunes branches up to 
25 mm. Length: 21 cm. Weight: 155 grams.

SKU 343
EAN 7350103922079
PACKAGING 6 PCS



HAND TOOL TERMINATOR

Weed cleaner in stylish powder-coated steel 
with sturdy wooden handle in ash wood, and 
strap in exclusive leather.
31,5 x 1,7 cm.

SKU 340
EAN 7350103922024 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HAND TOOL SET

Planting spade, cultivator and hoe in a nice 
kraft paper gift box.

The finest gift for the chosen one.

SKU 341 
EAN 7350103922048 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HAND TOOL SPADE PLANTING

Planting spade in stylish black powder-
coated steel with sturdy wooden handle in 
ash wood, and strap in exclusive leather.
32 x 6,5 x 4 cm.

SKU 337
EAN 7350103922031 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

HAND TOOL HOE

Hoe in stylish powder-coated steel with 
sturdy wooden handle in ash wood, and 
strap in exclusive leather.
32,5 x 5 x 5 cm.

SKU 338
EAN 7350103922000 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

Style. The citrus trees, the mango tree, the 
avocado plants as growing every week, 
the tomatoes soaring (yes, you are so 

many now), the salad beds sprouting in mine wine 
boxes. The strawberries, the raspberries. The 
bulbs and the countless the spices. The carrots. 
The radishes. My many, many, many olive trees.  
 
How can I take care of you with something 
bright red? Orange? Blue? Yellow? Purple? You 
deserve style. Elegance and dignity. You who do 
everything for me.  
 
This is for you. 

HAND TOOL CULTIVATOR

Cultivator in stylish powder-coated steel 
with sturdy wooden handle in ash wood, and 
strap in exclusive leather. 
31,5 x 8 x 7,5 cm,

SKU 339
EAN 7350103922017 
PACKAGING 6 PCS

G A R D E N  H A N D  T O O L S

HAND TOOL SPADE

Stylish black powder-coated steel spade 
with sturdy wooden handle in ash wood, and 
an exclusive leather strap.
Size: 33 x 8 x 4 cm.

SKU 336
EAN 7350103921997 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



Each product is very carefully selected and developed
together with some of the Sweden’s most prominent

gardener. This is to ensure that the product
really meets the needs of the market in the jungle of tools, 

while it should be just as good as anyone requires.  
Quality, function and design in one. Finally.



G A R D E N  C L O T H E S

”Perhaps I was at my happiest when I saw by Benson’s Garden Suit.  
A single garment to jump into. No chafing seams, no tightness, no matter how I twist and turn 
in the garden. Practical with its reinforced knees and in such a comfortable design.  

One of each color is a must! (Admittedly, I’ve even put it on, completely naked underneath, and 
thrown myself on the sofa to eat chocolate. It works for that, too.)”  
 
Hanna Jurjaks, Blekingeplantan  
(renowned Garden Store Sweden) 
 
Finally, a fabulously stylish outfit for the garden, workshop, field or wherever you are.  
Flexible reinforcements on the knees and elbows allow you to wear it whenever.  
Logo print on back. Black buttons. Smart pockets and removable knee pad.  
Durable fabric in 28% linen, 33% polyester, 39% rayon.  
 
Packaged in stylish recycled kraft paper box with black silk paper. 

M

145 CM

39,50 CM

103 CM

98,50 CM

103 CM

19,50 CM

62 CM

10,50 CM

S

142 CM

38,50 CM

99 CM

94,50 CM

99 CM

19 CM

60,50 CM

10 CM

L

148 CM

40,50 CM

107 CM

102,50 CM

107 CM

20 CM

62,50 CM

11 CM

XL

151 CM

41,50 CM

111 CM

106,50 CM

111 CM

20,50 CM

63 CM

11,50 CM

XXL

154 CM

42,50 CM

115 CM

110,50 CM

115 CM

21 CM

63,50 CM

12 CM

XS

139 CM

37,50 CM

95 CM

90,50 CM

95 CM

18,50 CM

60 CM

9,50 CM

LENGTH

SHOULD WIDTH

BUST

WAIST

HIPS

BOTTOM WIDTH

SLEEVE LENGTH

CUFF WIDTH



POTATO

SIZE XS 
SKU 381
EAN 7350103922512

SIZE S 
SKU 382
EAN 7350103922529

SIZE M 
SKU 383
EAN 7350103922536

SIZE L 
SKU 384
EAN 7350103922543

SIZE XL 
SKU 385 
EAN 7350103922550

SIZE XXL 
SKU 386 
EAN 7350103922567

G A R D E N  S U I T

STONE

SIZE XS 
SKU 387
EAN 7350103922574

SIZE S 
SKU 388 
EAN 7350103922581

SIZE M 
SKU 389
EAN 7350103922598

SIZE L 
SKU 390 
EAN 7350103922604

SIZE XL 
SKU 391
EAN 7350103922611

SIZE XXL 
SKU 392 
EAN 7350103922628



GARDEN GLOVE BASIC

Simple and functional gardening glove in 100% 
cotton with knitted cuff for comfort. Good grip 
in the palms and fingers through the black PVC 
dots. Perfect for the stubborn weeds. 
Classic and simple design. Washable.

SIZE S 
SKU 313
EAN 7350103921799

O h well, you might like floral patterns and very colorful?  
Personally, I think the plants and the beautiful flowers are responsible  
for all that. 

These garden gloves are simple and classic in their design as well as functional with very good 
quality - regardless of whether you choose the ones with black PVC dots or the ones with 
calfskin for the best grip. It should be nice.  
 
All the way.

G A R D E N  G L O V E S

SIZE M 
SKU 374
EAN 7350103922451

SIZE L 
SKU 375
EAN 7350103922468

GARDEN GLOVE DELUXE

Durable and luxurious gardening glove in 
calfskin and elastic cotton sateen. 
Work with class and quality.
Fantastic comfort!  
Washable.

SIZE S 
SKU 314
EAN 7350103921805

SIZE M 
SKU 376
EAN 7350103922475

SIZE L 
SKU 377
EAN 7350103922482



PRIORAT BOX

SKU 393
EAN 7350103922635
PACKAGING 2 PCS

Direct from the vineyards of Priorat, one of Spain’s, as well as the world’s best wine 
regions. Not far from by Benson’s Spanish studio in Barcelona, these gorgeous wine 
boxes are created in collaboration with worldrenowned wine house Mas Doix.  

 
Possible for everything from storage to cultivation.  
Made from certified spruce wood (PEFC) from Galicia in northern Spain.  
35,2 x 16,5 x 26,5 cm 

P R I O R A T  B O X



You decide.  
A very nice basket in willow. Either for a small Christmas tree or for your olive tree? 
All baskets have plastic inside. Made of willow. 

 
Both of them are very nice to plant in.

B A S K E T S

BASKET S

A nice basket in willow. 
Basket S, perfect size for Nordmannia spruce in a 
pot. Or your olive tree. You decide.

Size: W 32  x H 30 cm

SKU 252
EAN 7350103921133 
PACKAGING 2 PCS

BASKET M

A nice basket in willow. 
These baskets are all suitable for Christmas trees 
or for planting. 

Size: W 42  x H 36 cm

SKU 253
EAN 7350103921140 
PACKAGING 2 PCS



Both cones and firewood come from Ingelsmåla farm, which is located in the middle of 
the deepest Småland forest in Sweden. 
The farm has been in the same family since the end of the 18th century. 

 
Here it is important to take care of the forest and take advantage of what nature provides. 
Certified by FSC and PEFC.

F R O M  T H E  F O R E S T

POSH FIREWOOD

The finest fire wood, from the forest in 
Småland, Sweden.

Packed in a stylish way so that you can keep the 
bag handy. Natural colored leather straps. 

FSC and PEFC certified wood.

SKU 269
EAN 7350103921454 
PACKAGING 12 PCS

FIRE CONES 8-PACK

The most environmentally friendly way to light a 
fire or why not your barbecue. The cones comes 
from the spruce trees at Ingelsmåla farm, which is 
peacefully situated in the middle of the Småland 
forests in Sweden. Each cone is picked by hand 
under the spruce trees on the ground and then 
carefully packed. Dipped in vegetable stearin from 
olives. Paraffin free. Burns so easily! 
(Throw away all environmentally hazardous lighters). 

SKU 286
EAN 7350103921461 
PACKAGING 6 PCS



Reuse.
Sustainability.

”

All packaging is made from recycled paper.
And plastic is used as little as possible.







”It is not always so easy to figure out which garden tools you really need in your garden. The 
range can be huge in the garden shops and if you have recently ”joined the garden”, it can be 
tricky as a customer to know which tools are a good foundation in gardening. 

 
At Blekingeplantan we have chosen to sell by Bensons Garden series because it includes exactly the 
tools we see that the customer demands the most for their gardening. In addition to a complete 
tool series, it is above all the design that distinguishes Benson’s Garden products, compared to other 
brands. Here, the customer finally finds quality, function and design in one and the same tool. This is 
something we have been missing! 
 
The beautiful ash stalks, the matte black metals, suddenly make up a beautiful detail in the garden. 
Now the shovel can remain in front, leaning against the house wall next to the urn with fragrant 
lavender. 
 
The secateurs are my absolute friend in the garden. Whether I’ll just cut a few dahlias, my wild peach 
tree or give myself over to a bushy creeper, a good secateurs makes the job easy. A good secateurs 
should lie right in the hand, it must not be too big and heavy so that I lose grip and strength when I 
mow. It should be comfortable and comfortable to work with. 
 
Characteristic of a good secateurs I also think is that it is sharp and cuts sharp and clean cuts. by 
Benson’s secateurs have side inserts (the cutting blades pass each other as on ordinary scissors). This 
enables a clean and fine precision cut and limits the risk of damage and disease to the bush / tree. The 
built-in shock absorption in the secateurs also makes the cut soft and kind to my wrists. 
 
Another personal favorite in the series is by Benson’s shovel. It has everything I want from a shovel! 
The pointed blade makes it easy for me to dig in ordinary topsoil. The comfort is perfect and I get 
good soil with me. Still, it is the weight of the shovel that is the most wonderful thing about it. With its 
neat 1,4kg, digging becomes so much easier and more fun! Even when the soil is wet and heavy. 
 
Maybe I was the happiest when I got to see by Benson’s Garden Suit. A single garment to jump in. 
No seams that chafe, nothing that fits, no matter how I twist and turn in the garden. Practical with its 
reinforced knees and in such a comfortable design. One of each color is a must! (It must be admitted 
that I also pulled it on, completely naked underneath and threw myself on the couch to eat chocolate. 
It works for that too.) 
 
by Benson’s products will never be shelf heaters.” 
 
Hanna Jurjaks, Blekingeplantan (renowned Garden Store Sweden)

R E T A I L E R  -  A B O U T  B Y  B E N S O N



The display stand in stable and 
exclusive powdercoated metal in 
matt black. Designed to fit both 

”Garden” and ”Christmas”.  
 
34 x spikes, 16 cm length included.  
Possible to hang on both sides. 
 
65 x 40 x 180 cm 
 
If you wish to order this,  
send your request in your order.

DISPLAY STAND

SKU 397
EAN 7350103922666 
PACKAGING 1 PCS

P R O M O T I O N  -  F O R  F R E E

PROMOBAG S

Promotion bag in 100% jute.
Fits perfectly to our packaging.  
30 x 10 x 35 cm

SKU 395
EAN 07350103922642 
PACKAGING 48 PCS

PROMOBAG L

Promotion bag in 100% jute.
Fits perfectly to our packaging.  
Size L is especially suitable for the larger 
Christmas tree stand. 
58 x 22 x 35 cm.

SKU 396 
EAN 07350103922659 
PACKAGING 48 PCS



✓ WE STAND FOR
Quality, function, design  

and durability

✓ FAST DELIVERY
1-3 days worldwide

✓ 1 YEAR WARRANTY 
On selected products

HEAD OFFICE
A. Benson AB 
Södra Kärr 318

385 98 Bergkvara
Sweden

info@bybenson.com 

VAT SE556998678801

SEE YOU HERE

https://www.facebook.com/byBensonSverige
https://www.instagram.com/by.benson/
https://www.pinterest.se/bybensonswedishdesign/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/by-benson



